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PUPUPULA is a Beijing-based lifestyle brand founded in 2017. 

We make contemporary and thoughtful products

for kids and their families.

At PUPUPULA, good design is insightful. Our products are simple, 

functional, innovative and beautiful.

We believe well-designed products will let kids be kids and let you 

enjoy parenting more. To make quality products, we collaborate 

with only the best factories and artisanal workshops.

With Love from Beijing
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We are diverse, open-minded problem solvers. Some of us are parents, while some are still kids 

at heart. Some of us have lived and studied around the world, while some have spent most of 

the time in China. We “PUPUPULANs” unite in the spirit of creativity and freedom. We believe in 

enjoying our work as much as we enjoy life.

This is a collage made using our 2     18 Year of the Dog Family Portrait Game. 

Since launch, it has garnered over 24 million visits.

This is Us

Sic    Founder & CEO

Mom of two kids and three cats, co-founder of 

MOMO, China’s largest social and entertainment 

platform. Sic held different positions at MOMO, 

NetEase, PhoenixNet and Modern Media relating 

to design, marketing and overseas operation.

Ainland    Co-founder & Chief Brand Officer

Pet lover, homebody and green thumb. 

Former director of the emoji 

and AR departments at MOMO.

The “cuddly sloth” at PUPUPULA. His work is as 

genuine and compassionate as he is. 

During his four-year tenure at Lost and Found, 

he designed over 20 best-selling products.

Gaoyin Wang    Hardware Product

Father to a son, he is a detail-oriented, seasoned 

engineer and tech geek who has developed dozens 

of electronic products. He worked at Polycom as a 

senior structural engineer and played a managing 

role in the R&D department of Samsung.

Alias Lau    Product Designer
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Pet lover, homebody and green thumb. 

Former director of the emoji 

and AR departments at MOMO.

Our Design Partners

A Black Cover Design

Founded by Guang Yu and Nod Young, ABCD is a small creative studio 

specializing in graphic design. Their work is designed with exceptional, 

systematic and pertinent communication methodology and has won them 

numerous international and domestic awards.

Five Metal Shop

FMS is an independent creative studio that designs business. The team is from 

business, marketing and communication design backgrounds with top level 

international experience. They also regularly collaborate with like-minded 

international talents who are often leaders in their respective creative fields.

Office for Product Design

OFPD is an international design studio formed in 2007 by Nicol Boyd and 

Tomas Rosén. Their work has been repeatedly recognized by leading 

international design awards, including but not limited to iF Gold Award, G-Mark, 

Red Dot, etc. Nicol and Tomas also serve as creative directors at PUPUPULA.
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We believe that good design is insightful. Beyond looking good, 

our products solve problems and make life easier.

Simple, beautiful, innovative, safe—and above all, kid-friendly, we 

design to let kids be kids and let you enjoy parenting more.

Design with Love & Insight
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Every child is unique and should develop their own personalities, 

talents and skills. We believe that well-designed products can 

inspire our children to grow up more independently and confidently.

Let Kids Be Kids

Parenting is never easy. Well-designed products provide 

comfortable time-saving solutions so that parents can focus on 

spending quality time with their kids.

Enjoy Parenting More

pupupula
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Our Factories
PUPUPULA creates pieces that will be loved by 

your family for years. We collaborate with only the 

best factories and artisanal workshops in China to 

bring you products with the highest quality possible.
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Designed by PUPUPULA
Proudly Made in China

We believe that Made in China does not mean 

compromising on quality or design. 

We strive to use the best materials, original design 

and reliable manufacturers to offer the

best products that you and your kids deserve.

We choose only materials that are safe and environmentally 

friendly. To reduce leftover materials in manufacturing, 

we control and optimize production efficiency. 

We repurpose manufacturing waste and leftover materials. We 

avoid overpackaging. Our packaging is designed for you

 to repurpose or reuse in order to reduce the carbon footprint.

Love Our Planet
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smart piggy bank
• Teach kids about money
• Allowance management
• Shaping habits made easy
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smart piggy bank

How do kids learn about money?

Growing up, I used a piggy bank that “ate” my coins. 

I learned the concept of money as simply as that.

Yet today, there’s less and less cash involved; 

a piggy bank that takes coins 

does not come in handy anymore.

In an increasingly cashless society, 

it’s high time to come up with a piggy bank for

 the next generation.

Enter little can: a piggy bank that does not take coins, 

is full of technology and filled with the same hope 

and love as the piggy bank from my childhood.

It’s the piggy bank of the future, now.

A Piggy Bank of the Future, Now

- Sic, PUPUPULA CEO
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Teach kids about money 

Allowance managment 

Shaping habits made easy
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What does little can do?

Shake to check balance anytime 
Base screen keeps records discreet

Check balance

Sense of ownership, spend as needed

      Ice cream and toys

      Gifts to family and friends

      Donate to good causes

Spend money

Parents set up a task

     Kids complete to receive

     If task not well done, then

Task and reward

Keep record
Look back and remember every 
meaningful moment Rotate to see

task

Money comes in, 
button pops up

Press button to 
confirm receipt

Deposit money 
Gift money from friends and family 
Allowance management

Shake to check
balance
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“It’s 8 o’clock, time to shower!”

“10 more minutes of story time and it’s your bed time!”

These are some of the daily conversations that happen 

in our house. Sometimes when they’re told to get ready for school 

by 8 o’clock, and the time approaches, 

they are not even dressed or they’ll say they need to 

use the bathroom at the last minute. 

Kids have such trouble understanding the concept of time. 

How nice it would be to teach my kids to tell time!

But teaching this intangible concept is a struggle.

In order to make things easier, I developed this nifty wall clock, 

little ben. When the prototype arrived,

I hung it at home. When my son said, “Mommy, it’s 7:15,” 

I was so ecstatic I nearly cried. 

I am so happy that he is more independent every day 

and I have more free time because of that.

Learning time on their own: 
the kid-friendly wall clock

- Sic, PUPUPULA CEO
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Tilted clock face
Easier for kids to look up

Minutes on dial
Colored hands
Quicker for kids to tell time

Time activity flash cards 
Teach the meaning of time
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Time is an abstract concept and quite a challenge 
for kids to learn. Every family has a wall clock, 

yet most wall clocks on the market aren’t designed for kids.

They don’t take into consideration kids’ height or their cognitive 
behavior, and design details like the numbers on the dial, 

color of the clock hands or even the height 
it should be installed are often neglected.

What does a kid-friendly clock look like? 
After almost a year of thinking, exploring, prototyping 
and creating, little ben is our answer to this question.

19
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Growth chart for
every step along the way

When I was growing up, 

my family measured my height by marking it on a door frame. 

It’s lucky that I didn’t move around much in my teenage years, 

yet when I had my own kids, I moved five times in several years. 

Those old door frame growth charts created a dilemma: 

to remove them damaged both the wall and the growth chart;

to leave it behind would be losing a treasure of sentimental value. 

I had often wished for an easily portable growth chart 

that could move with us and be stored after 

the children had grown and cherished for years to come. 

My hope is that this will be something meaningful for every family.

- Sic, PUPUPULA CEO
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Wave

Swag

WildOvernice

Pepper

PUPUPULA x Lens
*Wholesale customized design

on request.
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Maple wood pencil holder 
keeps pencil in place

Tear resistant chart made with 
PP synthetic paper, wipe to clean

Rolls up to store 
Easy to move 
Lasts a long time
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hand washing sticker 

Illustrative 

Reusable              

Waterproof
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Kids and parents learn together.

25
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tooth brushing sticker 

Illustrations that kids can easily understand.
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Illustrated Bass technique
Resuable adhesive YUPO® synthetic paper

Waterproof
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i love organizing 
storage label set

    “It’s so magical! It teaches kids to organize visually.”
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Three categories: toys, arts & crafts, clothing or create your own.

YUPO® sticker leaves no residue. Environmentally friendly.

Chinese-English label with easy to understand illustrations.
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       “I can sip my coffee and work. My kid can 
play alongside with their toys and puzzles.”
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We believe that when designing products, 

the target market is an element but not the full picture. 

We anticipate the actual interactions 

and “togetherness” a family can have

to create more happiness.

It should be both harmonious and independent.

“For better living, together”

is the inspiration for designing the any-way series. 

Whether you live alone or with pets, 

have a significant other or have a family with kids,

you can always put any-way series 

in your living room and watch it reveal new possibilities.

Coffee time. Play time.
Chill together.
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Parents and kids.
Harmonious and independent.
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Like its name, any-way coffee table 
offers endless possibilities of how you can 
use it and where you can put it. 
Whether you live by yourself or 
with a significant other, 
have kids or are an empty-nester, any-way 
will be there along every step of the way.

Office for Product Design Co-Founders
Any-way Series Designers Nicol Boyd & Tomas Rosén 
PUPUPULA Creative Directors
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Family comes together. 
Kid-friendly table.
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 Versatile in use.

Opens from either side. Adapts to your organization needs.
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any-way table

Irresistible linoleum 

Silky smooth

Superellipse shape 

Safe for family use
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10mm table lip

Keeps things from rolling off

No more bending to pick up toys
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any-way doodle pad
More space to create. Less mess to clean up.
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any-way stool
Organic playful stance. Lighthearted yet sturdy.
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any-way table / cloud

any-way table / charcoal

any-way table / chili

any-way table / olive

any-way stool / cloud

any-way stool / charcoal

any-way stool / chili

any-way stool / olive
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any-way basket 
black / small

any-way basket 
grey / small

any-way basket 
black / large

any-way basket 
grey / large

any-way doodle pad
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Material
Dimensions/mm
Weight
SKU

little can smart piggy bank

TPU, ABS, polycarbonate
65 L x 65 W x 79 H ( 2.5" x 2.5" x 3.1" )

Yellow / blue / pink  
192 g ( 0.42 lb ) 

MOQ 10

Material
Dimensions/cm

Weight

little ben wall clock

ABS, acrylic
24.7 L x 25.9 W x 7.15 D ( 9.7" x 10.1" x 2.8" )

800 g ( 1.7 lb )
Movement Rhythm® silent sweep movement

MOQ 10

Material
Dimensions/cm
Weight

SKU

ta da growth chart

PP synthetic paper, maple wood
124.5 L x 15 W ( 49" x 5.9" )

Pepper / swag / overnice / wild / wave

260 g ( 0.5 lb )

MOQ 20

Material
Dimensions/cm
SKU

hand washing sticker

21.3 L x 11 W ( 8.4" x 4.3" )
English / Chinese-English

MOQ 20

Material
Dimensions/cm
SKU

tooth brushing sticker

21.3 L x 11 W ( 8.4" x 4.3" )
English / Chinese-English

MOQ 20

YUPO® octopus paper

YUPO® octopus paper
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Material
Dimensions/cm
Each Sticker

i love organizing storage label set

28.7 L x 15.2 W ( 11.2" x 5.9" )
4.6 L x 2.4 W ( 1.8" x 0.9" )

Product  Details

MOQ 20

Material
Dimensions/cm
Weight

SKU

any-way table

Linoleum, Russian birch wood
93 L x 62 W x 46 H ( 36.6" x 24.4" x 18.1" )

Charcoal / chili / cloud / olive

9.6 kg ( 21.2 lb )

MOQ 2

Material
Dimensions/cm

Weight

SKU

any-way basket

100% PET
Large: 65.2 L x 54 W x 11.2 H ( 25.7" x 21.3" x 4.4" )

Black / grey

Large: 910 g ( 2 lb )
Small: 50.2 L x 31.5 W x 11.2 H ( 19.7" x 12.4" x 4.4" )

Small: 390 g ( 0.85 lb ) (Set of 2)

MOQ 2

Material
Dimensions/cm
Pages
Weight

any-way doodle pad

Woodfree paper
59.4 L x 45.2 W x 0.3 H ( 23.3" x 17.7" X 0.1" )

500 g ( 1.1 lb )
30

MOQ 4

Material
Dimensions/cm
Weight

SKU

any-way stool

Linoleum, Russion birch wood
36 L x 24 W x 25.6 H ( 14.2" x 9.4" x 10.1" )

Charcoal / chili / cloud / olive

1.83 kg ( 4 lb )

MOQ 4

YUPO® synthetic sticker
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www.pupupula.com

Photo / Dingdong & Weijie  
Lu Yang & Michael Sun   
Copyright / PUPUPULA


